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SZÉKELY LAND AND VARESE,

where the Hungarian legacy survives,
TODAY!
Székely Land, lamp,
Central Asian, 7

Varese, lamp,
Indo-Europeanized, 8

The Avars were a Hungarian population descendant from the Bronze Age Pannonici, who had migrated from Carpathia to Central Asia at the
end of the Bronze Age. In Central Asia, they were called Parthians and Kushans (formerly Shajing Yueh Chih 069). They came back to Europe
from Arsia (Tarim Basin and surroundings) after the Indo-Iranian Sassanids had replaced the Parthian Arsacids and the Kushans in the lead of
the region they lived in (Afghanistan, North East Iran, and North West Pakistan). The legend says that the first Sassanian king was married
with an Arsacid queen (it justified the legality of the Sassanid dynasty, and explains today the Avar legacy in Sassanian art). The Avars may
have found at first a refugium in Armenia, which was still ruled by Arsacids, but was disputed by Romans and Sassanids. When the Sassanians
took also Armenia (end of the 4th c. A.D., notwithstanding they were pressed by the Kushans from the East), the Avars may have decided to
move to Europe. When the Avars arrived in Europe, their degree of Indo-Europeanization was still very low and it can only be seen in the
Pereshchepina treasure (Poltava, UA) and, most of all, in the Nagyszentmiklós (Sannicolau Mare, RO) treasure, which show figural art, beasts
of prey, griffins, bleeding cut heads…; but also a decoration made of Hungarian Sacred Symbols, as it was on the Holy Crown. (See the
abstract “Holy Crown and transitional art”).
The Avars were certainly in Northern Caucasus in 557, when they sent an embassy to Byzantium and got licence to subdue all the “unjust
peoples” north of the Byzantine Roman Empire. The Turks were certainly “blacksmith slaves” of the Rourans in East Asia, before they defeated
the Uyghurs in 546 and the Rourans in 552. The Western Göktürks defeated, in 570-576 the Heftalites and finally roamed Crimea until 590.
When the Göktürks arrived in Ukraine, the Avars were already safely installed in Carpathia: the Avars never met the Turks, they were not
Turkics or Turkic speakers. The Turks may have learned Hungarian agricultural terms only from the Arsi of Central Asia.
The Avars allied to the Longobards, dislodged the Gepids, and settled in the Carpathian Basin.
The Hungarian Avars were not the first Hungarians to have settled in Italy: just before them the Sarmatians that had joined (or were enslaved
by) the Ostrogoths had left archaeological traces in Emilia, Marche, and San Marino. The presence of Sarmatians in Ravenna is confirmed by
the Origo gentis longobardorum: “Audochari [Odoacer, first barbaric king of Italy] came from Ravenna [to Bavaria] with the Alans…”).
Far earlier, in the Bronze Age, at the time of the Hungarian diaspora, the Terramare culture was a Hungarian culture.

WERE THE LONGOBARDS CULTURALLY GERMANICS?
The doubt that the Longobards were not all Germanics comes at once when you hear that some of them practiced skull deformation, which was
a practice that had come to Europe from Central Asia with the first Huns that arrived in Europe with the Sarmatians. Furthermore, no other
Germanic population was “long bearded”: razors are the most common artefacts in the archaeology of the Germanics, since Scandinavia
Bronze Age. When the Longobards arrived in the North Western part of the Carpathian Basin, from somewhere in the far barbaric North,
without leaving any trace behind, they still dressed with skins of animals. The Longobards were acculturated by the Hungarians of Carpathia.
In 554 the Ostrogothic Kingdom of Italy collapsed: Italy was for sale. In 568 A.D., the Longobards, led by king Alboin, migrated to Italy (“cum
omni suo exercitu vulgique promiscui multitudine”, Paul the Deacon, “Historia Longobardorum”), and some Avar tribes joined them. (Note that
the Longobards were called by different authors Burgundi, Alamanni, Avari, Goti, Vandali, Eruli, Turingi, Winili, as the Magyars were named
Turkoi, Bulgaroi, Oungroi, and… Hunni, which was also the way Paul the Deacon and Einhard called the Avars!). People from all those peoples
may have actually joined the expedition, including Gepidic slaves and Saxons that Alboin invited to join.
The behaviour of the Longobards was the less Germanic of all the Germanic populations of the time of the Völkerwanderung: they did not
wander around: after they took a rest in Hungary for a few decades, they headed for Italy and there they settled. (The Germanic Charlemagne
became sedentary only after he had his royal palace built in Aachen - beginning of the 9th c.).
They took Italy without fighting because the Byzantines retreated and the people did not resist. They did not make an Empire, and not even a
kingdom as the Rex Longobardorum was an “elected king” (elected by the Dukes, as in Afghanistan (Arsia) the king was still elected by the
loya jirga (Hungarian: kurultay), before the Soviet occupation). Their king was rather the chief of a Confederation (a pre-Indo-European,
Hungarian, and Central Asian marker), so loose that when the Franks besieged Pavia, no duke defended the capital of the kingdom (they
preferred to subdue to Charlemagne instead of being involved in a war - another ancient, non Germanic, Hungarian marker). Furthermore, a
beloved Queen, Theodolind (a Bavarian, hence not necessarily Germanic!) was actually ruling the Longobardic kingdom from 589 to 626, as
wife of Autari first, as wife of Agilulf, her second husband, chosen by her, and, finally, for 10 years, as regent of her minor son. (Instead, the
Germanic Charlemagne shall segregate her daughters and shall not allow them to marry, fearing they could bring to the family new pretenders
to the throne).
The religious iconography of Santa Maria foris portas (Castelseprio, VA) is essentially based on the representation of Maria as the “Mother of
the God” (as it was in Byzantium), described according to eastern apocrypha. In Taino (Varese), on 16 out of 22
surviving “devotional paintings” (122), the Virgin Mary is the centre of the representation (Jesus only twice), and She
is smiling! It is hard to see the crucified Jesus in Longobardic/Avar art, but in Brescia you can easily find crucifixions.
Anza, daughter of the Duke of Brescia, married the Longobardic King Desiderium. She
obtained that the capital be moved to Brescia, that an abbey be built in Brescia to
compete with the richest monasteries of Europe, that the monastery be devoted to a
Corsican (!?) Martyr of the 3rd century, and that the mortal remains of the Martyr be
moved to the abbey: this is why you see crucifixions in Brescia: the Martyr was a
woman! (right, Saint Julia and a “tulip” decoration on stained glass in Her church). The
religion of the Avar/Longobards was the religion of a population that was used to worship
not the warlike Odin, but a Mother Goddess that was the origin of creation. A non
punisher, but protective Nagyboldogasszony (= Happy Lady > Smiling Virgin Mary, left,
Arcisate, VA).
The status of women in the Longobardic “kingdom” was better than the one in the Roman Empire: the “Longobards” had even invented the
crime of “sexual harassment” (T. Lazzari), over a millennium earlier than the Americans would. The “Longobards” even revived the myth of the
Amazons: at the entrance of the Church of San Salvatore, Brescia, the abbess put a bas-relief of the Amazonomachy from a Roman
sarcophagus of the 2nd century, as a visiting card, to discourage malicious visitors!
The Giöbia festival (Busto Arsizio, Varese) is still reminiscent of the change of the society from matriarchal to patriarchal (they burn a female
puppet to celebrate the event!): did the shift took place with the Roman conquest or with the Augustinian monks, who were sent to Varese by
the Longobardic Liutprand in order to Christianize the Avars of Varese?
Some Avar tribes may have settled at the foot of the Alps, where they continued their traditional business (trade: first along the Amber Road;
later on, along the Silk Road, and finally between the North and the South of Europe, through the Alps). It would have been like resting for
them: the Alpine passes were half the elevation of the Pamir and Kashmir passes: only 2000 metres! From those Alpine locations they could
also be the sentries at the northern borders of the Longobardic Kingdom as they were the guards of the southern borders of the Kingdom of
Hungary and of the Tarim Basin. (Charlemagne invaded Italy through the passes of Moncenis and Great Saint Bernard,
which were not guarded by the Avars).
The route Pavia – Milan/Monza – Castelseprio – Varese – Germignaga - Bellinzona was the only route to the Gotthard Pass
that did not require to climb passes or sail lakes and all the towns along this route appear to have been inhabited by Avars,
and the region was certainly under Longobardic control.
Ossola is a valley in Italy on the way to the Simplon Pass, where 3 villages (Mozzio, Viceno and Cravegna) that have been
united in a single municipality (Crodo), appear to have been inhabited by Avars. Avar sacred
symbols (coupled Istens and heart undulating motif, left) decorate the devotional paintings of the
Nagyboldogasszony and the houses of Crodo (left: the same bronze age design of the Mother
Isten can still be seen in Crodo and in Kolozsvár (RO). The Christian Crosses are still made of
Hungarian Crosses of Istens as in Varese and Székely Land (right). Two markers of
Ossola are interesting: they pick up water from pits with the same device that is still also
used in the Hungarian Puszta (right; I do not consider it a cultural marker, but a
technological innovation: a similar device could have been invented independently by
anyone, after Archimedes. It was also used in Mesopotamia). The other one is funny, but
would maybe deserve a DNA investigation: some goats in Ossola have 4 (four) horns!
Races of sheep with 4 or even 6 horns do exist, but goats with 4 horns come from a rare
genetic mutation, which appears to be more frequent in what was Arsia (Kokpekty, East
Kazakhstan, Arsia, La Repubblica web; Uyghuristan, Arsia, CNR.CN; Sohrab Goth Mandi,
PK, Youtube (maybe a sheep); Inner Mongolia, Chinadaily.com). The reason why this
animals are more frequent in areas travelled by the Hungarians could be the fact that, for
the Hungarians, such animals (e.g. double headed Turuls) could have brought luck, but,
for the rest of the world, they were monsters to get rid of, and their genetic legacy
disappeared. The Hungarians also kept in higher consideration a táltos, if he had some
deformities or unusual types.
In the hospital of Cittiglio, Varese, women may still deliver in traditional ways that are also attested until recent time among Hungarian
speaking populations (Bernad Ilona), and that are still in use by the Ainu, JP, (in water, standing, or holding to ropes secured to the
Nagyboldogasszony balk. The Nagyboldogasszony assisted the delivery, Gyula Laszlo).
The archaeological traces of the Avars, in Arsia and Hungary, are copious and they can be found, together with traces of the Sarmatians, along
the routes of the migrations of the Germanics in Europe at the time of the Völkerwanderung. Avar architecture is still visible in Friuli and
Insubria and in all the places that the Longobards reached in Italy, down to Puglia. The density of the traces of the Avar cultural DNA is maybe
the highest in Insubria, in particular on the route between Varese and Germignaga. In fact, it is attested that a community of “Longobards”
migrated in the early Middle Age from the capital city of the Longobards (Pavia) to Gemonio (Varese).
There are only two places in Europe where the legacy of the Avars still survives today in religious and folk art: Székely Land (Székelyföld,
Romania) and Insubria (Italy).
Archaeology proves that the Italian Avars and the Hungarian Székely share the same cultural DNA. They
worshipped the same Mother Isten that the Hungarians have worshipped along their 10 millennia long history. In Székely Land and in Varese,
the churches are still filled in with Hungarian Sacred Symbols and, on top of the bell towers, there are Hungarian Crosses of Istens, instead of
Catholic Crosses! The art and the religion of the Insubrians and of the Székelys were Hungarian and belonged to the Avars.
Actually, in Italy, the Germanics were the warring élite; the Avars made the cultural élite of the Longobardic expedition.

NOTES
The following table aims at documenting the Avar art, religion, and archaeology in Insubria and Székely Land (Székelyföld, RO), in the frame of
the 10.000 years long Hungarian continuitas. The images of Székely Land and Varese artefacts have been selected from a collection of
more than 1000 photos that I have taken in museums, churches, and houses of the two territories. (It has taken me only a few hours to take
all of them, such is the density of traces: what else can be found!?).
Every single line of the following table is dealt in detail and with more images in the “Abstract, images” on the book “The Magyar Art and
Religion” on www.michelangelo.cn. The cyan numbers quoted in the following table refer to the line in the PDF abstract “The Mother Isten”,
where you can find more details on each specific marker. (Put the number in the search box of Adobe and find the corresponding line).
The artefacts that I have tagged AVAR are labelled Avar by Museums and art books. Some of them, not all of them, have been found in the
pre-Trianon borders of the former Kingdom of Hungary. Some AVAR artefacts that have not been found in Hungary, are labelled “Barbaric” or
“Germanic” by mainstream scholars (I shall deal with them in the future).
In the Museums and on art books, all the symbols that I have tagged AVAR-VA (Varese Avar) and AVAR-IT (Italian Avar) are labelled
“Longobardic” or of “unknown origin” or “influenced by Eastern Art”. I have labelled AVAR-VA also the artefacts found in Campione or made
by the Maestri Campionesi. The land of Campione d’Italia, a Longobardic colony, was donated to the archbishop of Sant’Ambrogio (Milan) by
the “Longobardic” Totone, in 777 A.D., and it is still an Italian exclave in Switzerland.
The artefacts that I have found in the Museums, houses and churches of Transylvania, East of Kolozsvár, and that I have tagged SZÉKELY, are
labelled Northern Thracians, Dacian, or Daco-Roman by Romanian books and Museums (See the abstract “Erdely, a Hungarian land, called
Dacia by the “Daco-Romans”. The Britannia artefacts (there are more in my computer!) that I have tagged SZÉKELY are labelled “AngloSaxon” by the British Museum and others, who are not aware of the Pannonici having populated Britannia in the Bronze/Iron Age and of the
5.500 Jazig knights (Székely/Sarmatian Cataphracts; Dacians for the Romanians) that were moved by Marcus Aurelius to Britannia at the end
of the 2nd century A.D..
The Pannonici, Sarmatians, Avars and Magyars shared the same art and religion. The Carpathian Basin was the melting pot of those peoples,
which produced the modern Hungarian identity. In the art of modern Hungary it may therefore be difficult to connect now the origin of a
design to one only of those 4 peoples, because that design may have become the way it is under influences of all the 4 peoples. Instead, the
art of the Italian Avars is peculiar to the Avars and may help discern who was who among the Sarmatians, the Avars and the Magyars.
LINGUISTIC NOTE: The Hungarian surname Toth is said to be Gepidic (i.e.: Germanic) by the Indo-Germanists, who always have a German
etymology ready for everything. The Slovaks say that Tot meant Slovak. The Hebrews remind people that many Jews changed their name
from Roth to Toth to avoid Nazi deportations. The Hungarians say that it comes from Tot, with the addition of an /h/ that makes it a surname
(like Horvath). The surname of the landlord who donated Campione d’Italia to the archbishop of Milan was an Avar, because Campi-one was
an Avar town. His name was Totone, formerly Toto in Bavaria. Now, the surnames with a –oni ending are typical of Varese, Como and Lecco,
the 3 counties of Italy where the Avar legacy is at its peak. Tot could then be an Avar surname, which became Tot-one in Insubria and Tot-h
in Hungary. An edict of Frederic II (1237) grants Odd-one and his “homines de partibus Lombardie” the right to settle in Corle-one (See the
paragraph “Székelys and Siculi”). Odo (not Otto) of Metz designed the Royal Palace of Aachen for Charlemagne. The similar names of two
very Avar towns in Italy, Gemonio and Gemona (two Avar towns), appear to have the –on suffix, added to the same Gem- stem.
All the Italian names with an –agni ending (=anyi in Hungarian) are supposed to be Longobardic, but the German language has no ݄ phoneme!
GLOSSARY:
Isten is the name of the God in Hungarian. In my works, it has retained its ancient feminine gender. The pre-Indo-European
societies worshipped the Mother Goddess as the creator, who had delivered the humans.
Hungarians were the Pannonici that migrated from Pannonia to Central Asia (Pazyrykia and Arsia) in the beginning of the first millennium B.C.,
the Arsi, who came back to Europe (Sarmatians, Avars, Magyars) in the first millennium A.D., and the modern Hungarians. A marker is called
Hungarian, in this work, if it belonged to all the three populations, who were able to keep their cultural identity along 8000 years, until today.
The English term Lombard does not distinguish the Longobards from the Lombards (inhabitants of Lombardy): this is why I am using the term
Longobard for the Germanic invaders.
Honfoglalás (time): the time the Hungarians came back home to Europe. Arpadian dynasty time would be more accurate for the purpose of this
research as the Honfoglalás lasted one millennium, from the time the Sarmatians appeared with their camels in the Tanaïs region (2nd c. B.C.,
Hermitage) to the last wave of the Magyars in 895 A.D..

THE GOLD IDOL 010
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Scanteia, Sipenit, Dealul
Brad, Igesti,Trusesti
Ghindaru, Székely Land
Habasesti
Ariusd
Moigrad, Gold idol
Moigrad
The above images are taken from the catalogue of a New York exibition. The artefacts are dated between 4500 and 3500 B.C., Cucuteni
culture. In that catalogue of the exibition, the names of the places where they have been found are all in Romanian, a language that shall
appear in that area Millennia later. Most artefacts are from Székely Land, the gold is all from there. They are, or are decorated with Sacred
symbols and designs that all disappeared from Europe (except Carpathia), survived in Central Asia, and came back to Carpathia with the
Honfoglalás (2nd c. B.C – 9th c. A.D.).
The people who made those artefacts, and who were able to keep them for 6 millennia, were all Hungarians. The Gold Idol is at least 5
times larger than the avarage size of other similar artefact and is not made of thin gold foil, as the others, but of solid gold. The copper
spiral of Körös is maybe the most ancient similar metallic object (K.R.A.P., 6th Millennium B.C).

AVAR-IT, + 3 lines
Mosuo, Yunnan, China
Pannonia and Germany Kimmeria, East Pannonia
Pazyryk and Tagar
The above variation of the Gold Idol was obtained by replacing the circle (that represented the uterus) with the double spiral that
represented the vulva.
Kunming, the capital city of Yunnan, China, was listed by Ptolemy among the cities along the Silk Road. In Yunnan, Victor Mair has
described ancient frescoes of people appearing to be of “central Asian” and/or “Greek” ethnicity. Read more about the Mosuo, a
matriarchal population of Yunnan, on page 188 and 211 of the book “Honfoglalás…”.
A peak of R1a1a Y chromosome has been found in Yunnan.

THE MOTHER ISTEN IN THE DELIVERING POSTURE
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Szeged, HU, 1934, delivery
Çatalhöyük, TR
Tillia Tepe, Arsia
5000 BC > 1811 AD, DE Pazyryk, delivery of a Turul
The uterus is stressed with a Hungarian sacred symbol on all the above images. (See the attachment at the bottom, or rather line 091, for
the evidence that this design and the Heart Mother Isten did represent a Delivering Mother Goddess).

SZÉK
Germignaga church,
AVAR-VA, delivery
Nagyszentmiklós, AVAR
of a gold Baby Isten AV-VA
Vrap, AVAR
AVAR-VA
Only Avar Istens had arms longer than legs: those Hungarians who arrived in Varese were Avars.
Isfahan, Iran, AVAR?
3 HU symbols
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Campione, AVARSZÉKELY,
VA, funerary
HU Consulate
SZÉKELY
Tarim Basin
plaque, 1328 A.D.
AVAR-VA
AVAR-VA, white
Quite often the Hungarian sacred symbols are stressed in white both in Székely Land and in Varese. Cyan and magenta were the standard
colours of the art of the Hungarians before their arrival in Europe. Green and white were only used after Indo-Europeanization.

THE CROSS OF ISTENS
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Vinþa sign

Roman Pannonia
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Bronze Age Pannonia

Etruria, crater, 6th B.C. Britannia, SZÉKELY

Pazyryk

Pavia, AVAR-IT

SZÉKELY, museum

“Celtic”!
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AVAR-IT, Castellani

SZÉKELY
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AVAR-VA

ĻPavia <SarmatiaĹ <Tarim

Pavia, AVAR-IT

SZÉKELY

Kiev, Lavra church, 1825
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Istens: not only in Pavia (1), Cividale (2, 3), and Parthia (4) but even in Rome: S. Maria in Trastevere, Lateran cathedral, and S. Sabina.

Tarim Basin
+ pink Istens

UK: ”Celtic”?
SZÉKELY!
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Rome Kievan
church, 1960

Maestri Campionesi

Cividale, AVAR-IT
Byzantium, AVAR
Tarim Basin, Arsia
Honfoglalás
Kievan Isten Temple, Rome
What happened to the Birth Symbol, whose uterus was a rhombus in Çatalhöyük, also happened to other Hungarian sacred symbols whose
uterus was a circle in Pannonia and came back as a rhombus in Europe. The Hungarians never depicted a square in 9,000 years. When
they started doing it, it was always the evidence of incipient Indo-Europeanization or Mongolization. At the same time that this happened,
also the 6 ray Sun became an 8 ray Sun.

Caucasian AVAR

Sarmatian
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SZÉKELY, museum

AVAR-VA

AVAR-VA

SZÉKELY

Este, AVAR-IT, + Crown

THE PAGAN CHRISTIAN CROSSES OF SZÉKELY LAND AND VARESE

Pazyryk
Sarmatian
SZÉKELY, 6
AVAR
AVAR-VA
Cividale, AVAR-IT Silk Road carpet
The above line clearly explains how the Crosses of Istens became syncretic pagan Christian Crosses: the Avars superimposed their Cross
(Cross of Istens, of Heart Istens, or of Hearts) onto the Christian Cross:

SZÉKELY, Hungarian Crosses of Istens on houses

SZÉKELY

BeneventumAVAR-IT

SZÉKELY

SZÉKELY

AVAR-VA, Avar Crosses of Istens on churches

S. Monte AVAR-VA

Seprio, AVAR-VA

Tarim Basin
Scythia, MagnaPannonia Kelermess and Pazyryk
SZÉKELY, Cross
SZÉKELY, Cross
On the crown of the Cividale emblem there are the same Istens that decorate the walls of the Fishermen market of
Buda and the Dodo Kot capitals. In Székely Land, the Christian Crosses are made of all the many different sacred
symbols that the Hungarians used along their 10 millennia long history; in Varese, they are mainly made of those
symbols that were Avar tamgas in Central Asia: the S-shape, the Heart Mother Isten and the Cross of Istens. Note
that the above Beneventum Cross may have derived from a Cross on a Byzantine solidus, but the Byzantine one
was Indo-European (it stood on 4 lines); the Beneventum one was Hungarian and it stood on the 3 lines that
represented femininity and the Mother Isten. The Hungarian Cross is sometimes standing on 3 mountains. A cross
similar to the Hungarian Cross appears on a Byzantine solidus of the early 10th century (right, Constantinus VII and
his regent mother Zoe).
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SZÉKELY

Cividale, AVAR-IT

Castelmonte di C.
Ukrainian, Rome
Sarmatian
SZÉKELY, grave
Holy Crown, HU AVAR-IT, 760 A.D. Hungarian
AVAR-IT
The above line shows how the wide open legs of the Delivering Mother Isten became the second horizontal line of the Hungarian Christian
Cross. The design of the Hungarian Cross is for the first time attested on the Longobardic AVAR-IT coin of Beneventum, around 760
A.D.. Note how somebody, unaware of the fact that the legs of the Mother Isten were already in the Hungarian Cross, added the vegetal
open legs!
In Transylvania, it is less likely to find Hungarian symbols in catholic churches than in orthodox ones
and in synagogues, which were not under the control of the Roman Pope, who had decreed the
destruction of all the Hungarian pagan symbols. In Italy, the Hungarian symbols are more frequent in
Benedectine Abbeys, who received relevant contributions from the Longobards. In Székelyföld it is
even infrequent to see Christian Crosses: most Crosses are Crosses of Istens! Nevertheless, today,
the Catholic archbishop of Central Insubria (Cardinal Dionigi Tettamanzi, born in Insubria, maybe of
Avar descent, left) and the secretary of state of the Vatican City (Cardinal Tarcisio Bert-one, right),
and even the German Pope do not mind to use Avar pagan symbols on their habits and palliums.

THE LINES OF ISTENS
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1 The façades of the old houses of Transylvania and Varese are decorated with similar symbolic motifs that still remind one of the Hungarian
8 symbolic representation of the Mother Isten. Very often both Székely and Varese old buildings are also decorated with lines of rhombuses.
The below Varese building has both, as some Székely ones have. On the below balk of the “Tempietto Longobardo” there are not only the
white Mother Istens, but also some black signs that should be reconstructed before they fade away.

SZÉKELY

Cucuteni

AVAR-VA

Kalash, Arsia

Lines of Heart Istens: Etruria;

SZÉKELY Kapu

Cividale, “Tempietto Longobardo”, AVAR-IT;

Vigado, Budapest: line of “tulips”.

Cividale del Friuli AVAR-IT “Tempietto Longobardo”!

Church in front of the Kvar monument to “Roma Madre”!!

Crosses of Istens on the columns.

AVAR-VA Line of Crosses of Istens on a house, just under the roof edge (as it was in Dodo Kot, Arsia). The same house is dressed with
Scytho-Hungarian rhombuses and is also decorated with two large Hungarian Birth Symbols.
SZÉKELY Line of Crosses of Istens on a house (groups of 3), just under the roof edge.
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Other AVAR-VA houses. The one on the left has Indo-European colours.
The one on the right has the Hungarian cyan and magenta.
The decoration of houses with lines of Istens had come to Europe from Arsia (Dodo Kot, left, M. A. Stein),
where the lines were 2: one above and another below the edge of the roof: the only other place where I
have seen double (above and below) lines of Istens is Székely Land.
Furthermore, when the line is above the roof, the symbols are upright; when below the roof, they are
upside-down, in Székely Land and in Varese, as it was in Dodo Kot.
(See line 105 to know why).

SZÉKELY, 2 lines,
Isten or HU cross?

SZÉKELY, 2 lines

Iran, Sassanian AVAR?
+ 6 HU symbols
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AVAR-VA, + Pleiades +3 c.

AVAR-VA

The artefact on the left is an embossed gold foil that decorated the cover of a bible. It is
attributed to the Longobards. The holy person sitting on a throne that is decorated with a
Crown of Spirals, wears a headset that reminds the Holy Crown design. The frame of the
figural scene is decorated with lines of Istens, Crosses of Istens and eagles.
An eagle that is associated to the symbols of the Mother Isten and to the
Crosses of Istens, cannot be an eagle: She is a Turul and She is similar to the
Turuls that have been symbols of the Germanics from the time of
Charlemagne, to the Holy Empire, to modern Germany. These Turuls have a
symbolic tail in the shape of “tulips” that in Aachen and Strasburg shall clearly
become Mother Istens. See line 30.

San Marco Treasure, Venice, IT

THE BIRTH SYMBOL HUNGARIAN TAMGA
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2 The Birth Symbol is the only Hungarian sacred symbol that has deserved, alone, an entire book: “The birth symbol in
1 traditional women’s art”, 1981, Max Allen, founder of the Museum for textiles of Toronto, CA. (I received from
America a rare second hand copy of it on my return from Erdély). Max had already traced its origin from Çatalhöyük,
and its early migration to Hungary. He also reconstructed its migration from Hungary “in the 8th century B.C.” to the
East (Central Asia), from where it reached Yunnan (CN).
Finally, the Dong Son culture spread it to Indonesia. (See
also: pages 188 to 197 of “Honfoglalás…”). Max had already written the Hungarian 10 millennia long history! I have
just added the evidence of some other hundreds of symbols that migrated on the same route.
A birth symbol has also been found in a grave of a Hsiung Nu cemetery in East Mongolia (right): genetic research has
proved that, out of 10 dead, the dead carrying the birth symbol was the only one to have Y Chromosome R1a1a, the
marker of the Hungarian DNA. The others were Mongols! (American Journal of Physical Anthropology, JAN 2010
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Çatalhöyük, TR
SZÉKELY, museum
AVAR-VA
Žutu Brdo-Gârla Mare Halstatt, “Celtic”!
Honfoglalás
When the Birth Symbol arrived in Indonesia, it was hardly recognizable, but the symbol still used in Székely Land (in a Hungarian row of
Istens, in a museum) is still almost identical to the one of Çatalhöyük.

SZÉKELY,
SZÉKELY, Cucuteni Pannonia, Bronze Age Tamga, Bakay Kalash, Arsia, PK
Sarmatia
+ 6 HU symbols!
SZÉKELY
The angular shape of the Çatalhöyük Birth Symbol became a curved shape in Cucuteni Székely Land (the 2 circles represent the head and
the offspring) and its shape kept unchanged in Hungarian Bronze and Iron Age symbols. It was modified again into an angular shape on
Silk Road Carpets.
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“TULIP”/BABY/PREGNANT MOTHER ISTEN HUNGARIAN TAMGA

Parthia, AVAR

Pazyryk, + triskelion

AVAR-VA

SZÉKELY, + dotted c.

AVAR-IT
+dotted circle

Honfoglalás, + 6x2
branches Tree of Life

2
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“Faded tulip” Tamga

Niya, Tarim Basin, Arsia

Etruscan, M. Pannonia

Lines of Baby Istens: Tarim Basin (Youtube, 07 Jul 09);

Honfoglalás, syncretic

AVAR-IT, syncretic, Pavia

Cividale “Tempietto Longobardo”.

Casciago, AVAR-VA: detail of some of the Hungarian symbols on a single house.
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Gemona Dome and Varese: AVAR-IT.

The design of the roof is typical of old Székely houses.

THE DELIVERING HEART MOTHER ISTEN HUNGARIAN TAMGA
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Tillia Tepe, Arsia

Tamga, Arsia, Bakay

AVAR, + dotted cross + 3 c.

Honfoglalás

Kiev and Moscow museums

Pazyryk

Tarim Basin, Arsia

AVAR sabre

Tamga, Arsia, Bakay

Varese, AVAR-VA

Vrap, Albania, AVAR

SZÉKELY, church

Gemonio, AVAR-VA

AVAR-VA

Budapest chain bridge

Vrap, Albania,
AVAR
Compare with Ļ

Sceptre,
Honfoglalás, HU

Vrap, AVAR
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Tarim Basin, M. A. Stein

Etruria, 6th c. B.C. (before Indo-Europeanization)

AVAR sabre

Cast, not wrought, AVAR-VA, delivery of Isten

Kazakhstan flag, AVAR, (evidence of the origin of the HU Chr. Cross)

SZÉKELY church, Kvar, white Symbols, dotted Cross
AVAR-VA, Saint Peter church, Gemonio
The coupling of two Heart Mother Istens (instead of four) was a design peculiar to the Etruscans and the Avars, still kept all over Insubria
and Transylvania as a decoration. The Székelys that had not migrated to Central Asia, did adopt the Avar design, but modified it and
replaced the 2 opposing Mother Istens with a Birth symbol, which had been in their tradition along 6 millennia. Also the Szekély finials are
more Hungarian: they are three-lobed as they were in Pazyryk and as they are on the Holy Crown (tails of the opposing worshipping
Leopards. Actually all these ones are “asymmetric tulips”). The Cross in the uterus, with its 4 dots, as it was in the Bronze Age, is the
Baby Isten. The head and the offspring are shown as dots as it was in Székely Cucuteni. The colour of the symbol is white on a magenta
background. More Hungarian than many Hungarian symbols!
3
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THE S-SHAPED DOUBLE HEADED TURUL AVAR TAMGA

058

Sassanian
Strassburg, FR
China PazyrykTurulDely
Malatesta AVARIT AVAR, vulva+Baby Aachen, DE
Çatalhöyük
All along the 10 millennia long Hungarian history, the Turul was involved in deliveries and sex affairs. The Turul was a female in
Hungarian art and religion. In Çatalhöyük the Turul was a pregnant midwife; in China, the Mother Isten delivered Turuls; in Central Asia
the Turul was delivered by Mother Istens. In Sassania and Magyaria the Turul used to impregnate women (Emese). In Europe, before
Indo-Europeanization, the Turul delivered Baby Istens (the Avar Turul has a vulva and a Baby Isten in it).
After Indo-Europeanization the Turul became a male (Sassanian, above) and finally a “bird of prey”.
The Hungarians never depicted beasts of prey before their Mongolization or Indo-Europeanization. (The Huns always did!).

Pazyryk
Kimmeria
“Visigothic/Ostrogothic/Merovingian/Gepidic/Hunnish”…: Sarmato-AVAR! S. John, Kievan church
All over Europe, dozens of Turuls similar to the above ones have been found: they are made with the typically Sarmatian cloisonné
technique that was familiar to the Sarmatians from pre-imperial Roman time. They were a Hungarian sacred symbol since the Bronze Age,
but all those ones found in Europe, out of Hungary, have been labelled according to the language supposed to have been spoken by the
“carrier”. The gold Christian Cross worn by a Japanese that has bought it from an Italian shop in Ginza is not given a Japanese passport
because its “carrier” is Japanese.
In some Central European graves, after the departure of the Huns, artefacts in the shape of Bees or Cicadas have been
found. Those insects had been brought to Europe by the Huns, were carried usually by Germanics, but they were a
Chinese Sacred Simbol: the Chinese used to leave a Cicada onto the tongue of their dead in order
to ease their afterlife, since the Han dynasty ... but those insects are labelled “Germanic”! Wrong!
Those Cicadas spoke Chinese, whichever language the “carrier” spoke! (See ”The Huns”).
Left: coat of arms of the Komi Republic, RU.
Right: Perm, RU, bronze Turul, Hermitage
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The Hungarian Turul may have entered the Christian
iconography through a door left open in the Apocalypse:
the concept of the tetramorphic God: the Turul became the
symbolic representation of Saint John, who was one of the
four “messengers of God”, as the Hungarian Turul was. If
so, there are many Avar Turuls in Christian churches,
wherever the Avars arrived in Europe, Insubria and Sicily
Insubria, IT
Cividale museum, AVAR-IT
Friuli, IT Holy Roman Emp. included.
The tail of the Friuli Turul makes a perfect Hungarian Tree of Life and the bud is a Baby Isten. The Cividale birds were Turuls: a Sarmatian
one (labelled “Merovingian”!) and an Avar one (for His posture similar to the Sassanian posture of the Turuls). What appears to make the
difference between an eagle and a modern Turul is the tail: figural the former, symbolic the latter.

No doubt: a Turul!
AVAR-VA
The evidence that many Middle Age eagles were not Roman insignia or Germanic birds of
prey is in the Avar Abbey of Piona, Colico, Lecco, where the Turul is associated to the
Avar Baby Isten, the 6 petal rosette, the 6 ray Sun, the 3 circle design and to the
undulating vine motif, on typically Hungarian capitals. Right: AVAR-VA Turul on top of
the “Estense” Varese city hall, standing on top of a Baby Isten.
If you do not believe yet that the Piona abbey was Avar, I shall add that the entire top of the
apse was decorated with Crosses of Istens and “Tulips” (left above). Not yet? I shall add that
Crosses of Istens were here and there in the abbey (right: Piona. Left: Varese, where they also
show the original one, which again shows the 4 dots that similar Hungarian designs had since the
Bronze Age). Not yet? You are an Indo-Germanist, or a Hun!
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Vinþa and Cucuteni
SZÉKELY

3
Fiorano, AVAR-IT

3

AVAR

Castellani, Villa Giulia, 3
AVAR-IT

Cividale museum
AVAR-IT

AVAR, the holes are
the Turul’s eyes, HU

Tamga,
9
6
Cividale museum
AVAR, graves,
“Celtic”!+ “tulip”! Arsia, Bakai
AVAR
Romans, AVAR-IT
“Barbaric”, AVAR
AVAR-IT
Honfoglalás
The numbers of inlays on the body of the Turuls are Hungarian sacred numbers except in one Castellani artefact, which is
made of 7 (Central Asian sacred number) orange inlays + one of a different colour, and in the Cividale couple (3 cyan + 8 or
10 magenta). Double headed S- and ƻ-shaped animals are a Hungarian marker since 5000 B.C.. S-shapes and rhombuses
are the most popular sacred symbols of Székely Land. Cyan, magenta and gold prevail by far in pre-Honfoglalás Hungarian
art.
Right: Parthian Turul, Baghdad Museum.

OTHER HUNGARIAN SACRED SYMBOLS
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SZÉKELY, 6 ray Sun AVAR-VA, 6 ray Sun
Hungary, 6 ray Sun
AVAR-IT church
Pre-Indo-E. Mycenae
AVAR-IT church
The above symbol has become Mr. Bossi’s “Celtic” emblem of the Padania secessionism (left).
He is wrong: he should rather fight for Insubria to be reunited to the Hungarian Mother Land!
The behaviour of the “Celts” of Varese and of the “Daco-Romans” of Kolozsvár is the same: they
use Hungarian sacred symbols in order to prove their Indo-European origin!
Right: Cross in the Museum of Kolozsvár with five 6 ray Suns. The Cross is similar to Celtic
Crosses: the druid onto a stone in the centre and four stones around him to symbolize the 4
cardinal points (See also Finnish Käräjät). These motives too were Hungarian Sacred Symbols.
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Vinþa sign, Tree of Life Troy Cross o’ Trees of Life SZÉKELY Tree of Life, grave Pavia + AVAR-VA Trees of Life Honfoglalás, Tree of Life
The Hungarian Tree of Life was made of 3, 6, 9… (Hungarian sacred numbers: 3.n) couples of branches and 1 bud or flower. The
Hungarian Tree of Life was often rooted in the uterus were the miracle of life starts, or in the umbilicus.
In Kolozsvár also, the Trees of Life that decorate the houses are often potted, as the above Varese one is.
The Sassanian knights were usually depicted with a Tree of Life pending from their umbilicus, or from the harnesses of their horses.

SZÉKELY, kopjafa AVAR-VA church
Begram Arsia ivory
AVAR-VA
Nagysz.miklósAVAR Cividale, AVAR-IT
Sarmatian
The Nagyszentmiklós treasure is an Indo-European work of art (anthropomorphism, grifons…) decorated with Hungarian Sacred Symbols.

Sarmatian
“Byzantine” bible Gemonio church, Parthian tray,
Tamoikins Mus. +AVAR MotherI.
AVAR-VA
AVAR

Modena dome, 9th c. IT, bible, Barete, AVARIT
AVAR-IT, bible ivory, Met. Mus.
+ undulating

Holy Crown,
Magyar bible
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Tarim Basin, “Pleiades” SZÉKELY, Britannia+Tree SZÉKELY, Museum, 6/18 AVAR-IT, syncretic Cross
Honfoglalás, “Pleiades”
This symbol could represent the Pleiades (the Hungarians believed that their souls came from the Pleiades and would go back there), or
the Nagyboldogasszony and Her 6 daughters dancing around Her. Nagyboldogasszony was the name of the Hungarian fertility Goddess
(Bobula Ida) and is now the name of the Virgin Mary. Nothing has changed for the Hungarians.

SZÉKELY
AVAR
Barete, AVAR-IT Cividale and Met. Mus. AVAR IT Stabio, Ticino, CH, Bern M.
The dotted circle was a Pannonico Sacred Symbol, usually associated to the vulva or the breast or to dead materials (wood, bone, ivory,
antler…). The Avars brought to Italy this motive, that had disappeared from Italy after the Pannonico Bronze Age Terramare culture had
faded away. Necklaces with beads decorated with dotted circles were a Hungarian marker fom Bronze Age to the Honfoglalás time. (See
Dotted Circle in “Sacred Symbols”). Decorating the body of animals with sacred symbols was a Hungarian marker along 8.000 years.

THE CROWN OF SPIRALS
(see the abstract “Sacred Symbols”)
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Crete, M. Pann, 9?

3
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AVAR Nagysz. 6 AVAR-IT, Milan,6
Holy Crown, 6
Tillia Tepe, 6 curls
Pazyryk, 9 curls
The Hungarian hairstyle did not change much during 3500 years: what had been in Magna
Pannonia a Crown of Spirals, became in Pazyryk a 3.n crown of curls and it remained
unchanged until the Honfoglalás. The Maestri Campionesi revived the ancient original Crown
of Spirals in the Parma Dome (above, last right): 2 opposing couples of 3 curls (opposing, as
they were in the Crown of Spirals in Etruria and they still are in Varese, see next lines). Left:
first symptoms of incipient Indo-Europeanization in the AVAR-IT abbey of Piona, Colico (LC),
Italy: somebody came to a compromise and depicted a Saint with 12 curls that would make
both happy, the Hungarians and the non Hungarians (12 is a multiple of 3 and also of 4);
somebody else deleted the central 4 curls so that only 8 remain (or they simply faded!?).
Right: the final result of Indo-Europeanization: an anthropomorphic monster with 3 noses and
3 mouths, is playing 2 vuvuzelas; the curls have become 8, but the hair is still reddish.
ĹEtruria

AVAR-VA, 6

ParthiaĻ
SZÉKELY Crowns of Spirals AVAR-VA Crowns of Spiral

SZÉKELY, Crown of Spirals Tarim Basin house, Arsia
Meldola, AVAR-IT, Crown
The crown of spirals was a Bronze Age Pannonico Symbol of Sacredness that the Indo-Europeans
angularized so to obtain the Greek Key.
The same evolution can be seen in China at the time of the Zhou Dynasty (right).
Instead, the Hungarians kept their Crown of Spirals unchanged along over 3 millennia.
Compare the above Székely vessel and the Parthian vessel (left, with cyan and magenta inlays).

SZÉKELY, usually between the first and the second floor.
AVAR-VA, usually between the first and the second floor.
The backgrounds of both decorations are an upside-down Crown of Spirals: a double design, a typical Hungarian marker.
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THE HUNGARIAN ARCHITECTURE OF THE AVARS AND SARMATIANS

,
Andria, Magna Pannonia Dodo Kot, Arsia, Kalash SZÉKELY + Cross of I + S AVAR-VA, + Baby Isten
Honfoglalás, MNM
In art books, the Andria (Troades, TR, Magna Pannonia) capital is named “Aeolic” or “Primitive” capital. Instead, it is the “Hungarian
capital”, from which the ionic capital derived, not in Greece, but in Ionia, formerly Troades, an Old European territory, before the Greek
colonization. Between all the opposing spirals that make the double spiral (a Hungarian Sacred Symbol itself) there are additional
Hungarian Sacred Symbols:
Magna Pannonia: a double design: a Gold Idol and a long legged Mother Isten, or a couple of S-shapes
in the background.
Dodo Kot: Pregnant Istens (the same ones that also appear in the Cividale del Friuli AVAR-IT “Tempietto”) and
two 6 Ray Suns. The same line of Istens that decorates the fishermen market in Budapest is pending from the base of the Kalash capital.
SZÉKELY: the same couple of S-shapes as in Magna Pannonia, a Baby Isten (or a “tulip”, according to Kiszely!), a Cross of Istens,
and rhombuses, the most popular Hungarian Sacred Symbol in Székely Land.
AVAR-VA: a Baby Isten (an Avar tamga), a 4 petal
rosette, and Trees of Life.
Honfoglalás: there is something between the 2 spirals; it appears to be an upside-down Isten or a “Tulip”.
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Sarmatian, BG, +I. + Turul

AVAR-VA, + Isten

SZÉKELY, + Isten

SZÉKELY + Isten, + angel

M. Campionesi, AVAR-VA

AVAR-VA
Yurt wooden structure
AVAR-VA
SZÉKELY
SZÉKELY
The old houses of Varese and of Székely Land are often dressed with Scytho-Hungarian rhombuses that remind one of the wooden
structure of the yurts (first image). The 4th image shows a typical Hungarian marker: the background of a symbols is another symbol
(double design): thus, if you are Christian you see the dark Cross; if you are Hungarian you see the light colour Saint Andrew Cross,
another Hungarian Sacred Symbol, which actually is what makes the rhombuses of the SZÉKELY houses decoration. The lines that make
the rhombuses are 3. 3 lines were the symbol of femininity since 5000 B.C in matriarchal Old Europe.
There are other houses in Europe, whose façades are decorated in a similar way, in places were I have also found Avar archaeology.

Heldenberg, AT,
SZÉKELY Kapu:
Magna Pannonia SZÉKELY, Korvin M.
AVAR-VA 1
Tarim Basin
AVAR-VA 2
AVAR-VA 3
white cyan magenta
The above images are all images of Hungarian Kapuk. The Kapu is a ritual gate. In animistic societies, if you wanted enter a sacred place,
or your village, or your home, you had to get rid of evil spirits first. The oldest Hungarian Kapu is the one reconstructed in Heldenberg
(Wien, Pannonia): the village was protected by 2 monsters on top of two poles that would scare and prevent evil spirits from following
you. If this was not enough, you would have been purified by passing through the Kapu, which was decorated with
sacred symbols (Hungarian dotted circles, if the reconstruction is not fictional). This rite spread from Europe all the
way to Japan. If you visit the Shogun residence of Nikko, you pass through a kapu (that they call Torii, right: it is not
a Hungarian Kapu, because it is not consecrated by Hungarian Sacred Symbols), and then between two monsters
that try to scare the evil spirits that you may still bring with you. Thus, all the above kapuk are Hungarian Kapuk: on
all of them, there are Hungarian sacred symbols: this is what makes a kapu Hungarian.
See: “Kapu” in the “Pre-Indo-European rites” abstract of “Magyar Art”.
The Székely Kapu is a Hungarian Kapu with a particular design. The couples of Indo-European lions at the sides of many monumental
buildings entrances (e.g.: the House of Parliament in Budapest) are reminiscent of this ancient Hungarian rite. This rite was so widespread
that my grandmother, who lived in Naples, used to keep a horse shoe or/(and!) a red coral horn tied to the door in order to grant a happy
life to the family. The horn or horse shoe were kept onto the internal side of the door; was it kept outside… it would have been quickly
stolen! The Celts that had not been acculturated yet by the Hungarians framed their doors with the skulls of the enemies that they had
killed. Those human skulls had replaced the sacred animal skulls that the Pannonici used to put on the walls of their homes.

AVAR-VA 2
AVAR-VA 1
AVAR-VA 3
AVAR
Arcisate, AVAR-VA SZÉKELY Cividale, AVAR-IT
I have zoomed on the above Varese images so that the sacred
symbols on them (magenta/cyan stressed) can be better seen and
they can be compared to Avar Székely Symbols: they represent
coupled Mother Istens and delivering Mother Isten Symbols: only the
Avars coupled the Mother Istens in that way (see how the Avar gold
artefact design above survives on modern Székely, Varese, and
Cividale Kapuk).
In Varese (as they do in Székely Land), they still use the pagan
Avar Sacred Symbols on the entrances of their churches. Yes! Because the Varese Kapuk (1,2,and 3) are the
entrances of the main churches of Varese: church of S. Vittore, protector of the town, and the ancient
Baptistery devoted to the patron of the “Longobards”: Saint John the Baptist. (You do not recognize the
symbols when you enter the church, unless you invest some time, as I did: the Pope would have not been
happy if he would have recognized them!).
AVAR-VA Kapuk: left and right.
The same Hungarian
sacred
symbol is used in Kolozsvár (at
the time of Korvin M., above)
and
today
in
the
Casa
Ardealană, left), and in Varese,
as support for the Hungarian
Kapuk.
In Varese they even made so
that the nails be a multiple of 3:
they are 3 + 3 (Ghiggini).

SZÉKELY
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SZÉKELY, arcade

4
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Dodo Kot, Arsia, arcade SZÉKELY mus., arcade

Tarim Basin, M. A. Stein

HU, arcade + white Istens

Trypillia
Tarim Basin, M. A. Stein
Kalazno, HU
Kalazno, HU
AVAR-VA, arcade
The old Hungarian and Varese arcades and entrance doors were not on the street side, as the modern ones are, but at the side of the
house, inside the courtyard.
If you drive from Beograd to Székely Land, you see that the old houses are all structured like the above ones.
When M. A. Stein was in the Tarim Basin, most wooden houses were still designed with the same arcades.
(See “Art designs”, in Magyar Art).

Cividale
Ticino, CH
Varese, IT
Lucca, IT
BucovinaĹ and Moldavia
Ticino, CH
Further investigation would be needed on the European painted
churches. The Gemonio, Varese, church was a painted church. The
large paintings and sculptures on the façade of the “Longobardic”
churches remind one of the Bamyan Buddha (6th c. B.C. right), whose
frame of the divinity is similar to the one in the Holy Crown (right) and
on other Magyar artefacts. Three out of the four above Saints depicted
on Southern Alps churches portray Saint Christopher, the Helper of
travellers: the Avars, who used to travel trade routes, did need His protection.
The warlike Longobards were instead fascinated by Saint George and Saint Michael (warrior
Afghan Buddha
saints killing dragons!).

Gemona, IT

Holy Crown

SYMBOLS PECULIAR TO THE AVARS
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Poltava, UA, AVAR
Venice, AVAR-IT
W.+ E. M.Pannonia
Hmvhely, HU
Dodo Kot, Arsia
SZÉKELY
I have found the above variation of the design of the Mother Isten only in the places quoted above.
Although the Great Soviet Encyclopaedia was keen to ascribe the Hermitage’s Pereshchepina (Poltava, UA) Treasure to a "Slavic chieftain",
although it may have belonged to the Bulgar Kubrat (or to whoever), the above sabre, the sword, the Sassanian ewers, cups, and bowls,
the “funeral structure” and the Hungarian Sacred Symbols on the Pereshchepina artefacts show the connection of the Pereshchepina
treasure to the Avar art and religion. The Byzantine coins of the hoard, as all coins, belonged to the “carrier” that had them in his pockets
at that moment, and do not make that hoard Byzantine.

SZÉKELY, Cucuteni, 3
SZÉKELY, 6
Hungarian, 9
SZÉKELY, 12
AVAR-IT,18 +undulating
The Indo-Europeans anthropomorphized even the 3.n spiral Sun, which became

Insubria emblem
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